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1. Introduction

a) Statement of the Problem

The model includes the government, tax inspectorates and firms. Production

capacities of firms are random variables with a known distribution. Each firm

chooses the total production volume and the registered amount of production. The

rest is sold at the informal market for cash.

The government sets a lump-sum tax and sales tax rate, so without audit a

firm has an incentive to sale unregistered production. In order to prevent tax evasion

the government organizes tax inspection and sets a penalty for detected tax evasion.

We consider several possibilities of tax inspection organization.

1) The government hires honest inspectors who do not collude with taxpayers.

2) The government hires dishonest inspectors who collude with taxpayers

whenever there is a possibility of mutually beneficial collusion. In this case,

the cost of audit is less then in the previous case.

3) The government can use the both types of inspectors with corresponding costs

respectively for auditing and reviewing.

In all these cases audit is costless for inspectors and the government controls

the resource on audit of every taxpayer.

For each variant our purpose is to study tax optimization problem, that is to

find the government strategy that maximizes the net tax revenue under Nash

equilibrium (NE) behavior of agents and participation constraints. . We consider 2

types of participation constraints for taxpayers and inspectors.

(1) Expected incomes of agents under their NE behavior should exceed given

alternative incomes. Otherwise the agents would not take part in this

interaction.

(2) An income of every firm is a random variable. We require that under NE

behavior and the worst random outcome the income should exceed the
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minimum possible value. The sense of this restriction is that the decrease of

income below this value leads to destruction of a firm.

We assume that, under a fixed strategy of the government, behavior of the

inspectorate and the firm corresponds to the Nash equilibrium in the related game.

Each agent aims to maximize its expected income.

We consider three variants of penalty functions: a) penalty is proportional to

unpaid tax, b) pure penalty is proportional to hidden income, c) penalty is bounded

because of the given minimal income of an agent.

In the present model the strategy of the government includes:

1) tax rates, and also penalties for evasion, if they are not given exogenously,

2) a strategy of tax inspection organization, including the system of inspectors

selection, existence or absence of reviewing, payment rule, a system of premiums

and penalties to auditors;

3) a strategy of audit: a rule of allocation resources on auditing and reviewing,

which depends on information received from taxpayers and auditors.

The government aims to maximize net tax revenue under the specified

constraints. The interests of firms-producers are reflected in the model by the

alternative income value.

b) Objectives of the study

The main objectives are as follows:

•  to solve the specified maximization problem of  the net tax income within the

model with two possible levels of production volumes and homogeneous group

of enterprises;

•   to examine the impact of parameters on decision, in particular, to evaluate the

role of lump sum tax and to find out if this tax should be maximal possible and

what limits its value;
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•  to determine the conditions under which the solution of this model corresponds to

the honest behavior of the agents and to point out the possible reasons of the

preference for tax evasion.

c) Importance of the study

In the short-term prospect, Russian economy meets the following dilemma.

On the one hand, there are important reasons (huge foreign debt and hard social

problems) to increase budget expenses. On the other hand, by general opinion, the

tax rates should be reduced because it is impossible to work honestly under the

present rates.

A possibility to solve this dilemma relates to the fact that the essential part of

the economy does not pay taxes now. The level of tax collection in Russia is very

low (<50% in 1999, see Summers (2000)).

However, the IMF specialists reasonably argue that simple reduction of tax

rates would not increase tax revenue. Those who do not pay would not pay, and

those who pay would pay less. The real way to solve the problem is simultaneous

optimization of the tax system and corresponding reorganization of the tax

inspectorate. Such reorganization is necessary to increase the efficiency of tax

collection.

The problem is complicated by corruption in fiscal bodies. This phenomenon

is widespread in transition economies. In such countries as India or Taiwan surveys

show that more than half of interviewees usually pay bribes to tax officials (Keen,

Hindriks, Muthoo (1998), Mookherjee, Png (1995)). There exists a widespread

opinion that the level of corruption within fiscal bodies in Russia is relatively

substantial. The most important reason for that seems to be a very low salary of tax

inspectors.  This leaves strong incentives for accepting bribes from firms evading

much greater amount of the tax liabilities. In Russia the salary of tax inspectors was

about $100-$200 in 1996 and decreased since that time. The problem is not only that
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the inspectors should not take bribes but that they have to make essential efforts in

order to reveal tax evasion, especially in firms incorporated in shadow economy.

Statistics shows that this work may be dangerous for their lives: several hundreds

attempts by criminals to impact on inspectors were registered in 1998.  Thus, it is

necessary to provide fiscal bodies with sufficient resources for their activity and

create appropriate incentives for their efficient work.

We propose to study related theoretical problems with focus on taxation of

enterprises.  The reason for that is the structure of the Russian budget income where

the individual taxes play the minor role, and it is unlikely to change it in the nearest

future. Moreover, statistic data on district tax inspectorates shows that typically 10-

20 largest enterprises give 80-90% of the total tax revenue.

2. Survey of Literature

The recent paper by Hindriks et al. (1999) seems to be rather close to our

setting of the problem. The interaction between the government, the taxpayer and

the auditor is described as follows.

1. The government sets a tax and penalty schedules for the taxpayer and the

payment rule for the auditor depending on the reported income and revealed

misreporting.

2. The taxpayers’ income is determined according to a given probability

distribution.

3. The auditor finds out the actual income and bargains with the taxpayer on the

reported income. If collusion is profitable then they share the surplus at a given

ratio. Otherwise, the auditor sends his report on the income without collusion.

4. The taxpayer can complain if she does not agree with the report.
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5. In this case an external honest auditor reviews the first audit. If the taxpayer

does not complain then reviewing happens with a given probability π  (which is

called «the level of residual honesty»).

6. Transfers between the government and the agents take place.

Under these assumptions the optimal government strategy that maximizes the

tax revenue is collusion proof. The most important conclusion is that the maximal

tax revenue is θπE  where θE  is the expected income of taxpayer. This result sounds

rather pessimistic with respect to Russia where after 7 years of reforms, the level of

residual honesty seems to be extremely low.

On the other hand, Vasin and Panova (1999) obtained the more positive

results. Proceeding from their paper, we propose that it is possible to collect some

taxes irrespective of the level of honesty. The reason of such difference in the results

is that taxpayers do not independently declare their incomes in the model by

Hindriks et al. This is in contrast to the model by Vasin and Panova. There the

government can establish a threshold tax value such that any firm is free of audit if it

pays this tax. Note that this approach is similar to the cut-off rule studied by

Scotchmer (1987) and Sanchez and Sobel (1993).

Papers on tax enforcement typically consider direct taxes. Reinganum and

Wilde (1985), Border and Sobel (1987), Sanches and Sobel (1993), Chander and

Wilde (1992), Vasin and Panova (1998) study the problem under fixed taxes and

fines for evasion.

Chander and Wilde (1998) consider a more general problem of income tax

enforcement. They introduce the notion of efficient scheme including tax, penalty

and auditing probability functions (t, f, p) such that any other scheme does not allow

to increase the expected payment of any taxpayer without increasing probabilities of

auditing for some reported income. For different objectives of the tax authority the

optimal scheme must be efficient. The problem of the tax authority is the problem of
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optimal mechanism design where a mechanism is a scheme (t, f, p). The revelation

principle holds so that it is possible to restrict attention to incentive compatible

direct revelation schemes. They find that for any efficient scheme the payment

function must be non-decreasing and concave, the tax function is non-decreasing

with non-increasing average tax rate. These properties imply that there is no

redistribution among the taxpayers. The audit probabilities are determined wholly by

the marginal payments rates and are non-increasing. Regressivity implies that the

inability of the government to costlessly observe true incomes severely restricts its

ability to redistribute through direct taxation. The regressivity result is known from

another consideration which takes into account the supply side effect (Mirrlees

(1971) and others).

Mookherjee and Png (1989,1990) study the tax enforcement problem in the

setting close to the contract theory. They consider the moral hazard problem and

permit arbitrary tax and penalty schedules that meet participation constraints. Their

results show that such approach has some disadvantages: the optimal penalty

schedule they find is to fine a tax evader with the whole income irrespective of the

amount of the concealed income. Obviously, such rule cannot be realized in

practice.

We are aware of one model of tax enforcement optimization for indirect taxes

by Cowell and Gordon (1995). They compare different audit strategies available to a

tax authority attempting to collect indirect taxes. The authors model tax evasion as

follows: taxpayers choose between taxable activities on the regular market and

unreported activities on an informal market. If an individual is audited and found to

be undertaking irregular activities she/he is fined and made to repay the evaded tax.

One possible strategy is to audit randomly, with some fixed probability that any

taxpayer is investigated. An alternative policy is to take into account what the

authority knows about each taxpayer. Cowell and Gordon study a simple form of
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this approach where the authority conditions the audit probability on reported

turnover via a cut-off rule: those reporting less (no less) than a certain amount are

always (never) audited. Cowell and Gordon establish conditions under which the

optimal random audit is better than the optimal cut-off rule, and vice versa.

However, as D. Siniscalco notes in his discussion of the Cowell and Gordon model,

the optimal audit strategy in general does not belong to any of the specified classes.

However, these studies do not take into account an important aspect of the

work of any tax inspection, which is the possibility of corruption. In fighting the

phenomenon of collusion between inspectors and evaders it is possible to improve

situation by introduction of a flexible payment rule. Under such rule inspectors get

some part of collected fines as a premium. This idea was developed in the work by

Vasin and Panova (1998).

The role of giving incentives to the state officials in fighting corruption was

recognized within the economic literature (see e.g. Bardhan ,1997). Some countries

have accepted systems of tax enforcement which include a bonus to the tax officer

based on the amount of taxes he or she collects, which significantly improved tax

compliance. Besides Vasin and Panova (1998), a theoretical base for that was given

in Hindriks, Keen, Muthoo (1999). They show that the honest implementation of

progressive tax schedule may require paying commission on high income reports.

However, the direct application of the obtained results to the corporate

taxation seems to be unreasonable.  For instance, Chander and Wilde (1998),

Hindriks et al. (1999), Vasin and Panova (1998) consider the problem under a fixed

tax base. Their models do not catch an important issue of production activity

stimulation. They also do not reflect dependence of audit results on inspector’s

effort. On the other hand, the papers by Mirrlees (1971, 1986) and Mookherjee and

Png (1989) devoted to tax optimization do not take corruption into account.  Thus,
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the problem of tax optimization under corruptible tax inspection stays open at the

present time.

3.  A formal model and research results

This section describes and studies several models of tax optimization taking

tax evasion into account.

3.1. A Basic Model without Corruption with Two Possible Production Capacity

Levels

Let us formally describe a basic model without corruption. We consider an

industry with two possible production capacity values. Each firm has a high

production capacity HV  with probability q  and low capacity LV  with probability

LH VVq >− ,1 . The capacity { }HL VVV ,∈  of each firm is its private information. The

marginal production cost c  is constant and common for all firms. Each firm chooses

output V  and volume of registered sales rV . Both V and rV  are from the set },{ LH VV .

Thus, there exist three possible strategies ( )LL VVs ,1 = , ( )LH VVs ,2 = , ( )HH VVs ,3 =  for

a firm with HVV =  and the unique strategy 1s  for a firm with LVV = . The volume rV

is sold at the regular market, the tax is rr tpVTVT +=)(  (T  is a lump sum tax paid by

any firm in the industry, t  is a tax rate per unit of the production sold at a regular

market). The amount VVu =  - rV  (illicit sales) is sold at the informal market (for

cash). By selling in the informal market the firm is able to evade sales tax.

The government spends effort )( rVe on auditing a firm with registered output

rV . The cost of each audit is )( rVde . An audit detects the volume

}
)(

,min{
V

VVeVV ur
udu =  of unregistered production. Below we consider several variants

of penalties for evasion. The first is the variant (a) (see the Introduction) where the
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fine for evasion is a surcharge 0>s  on the unpaid tax and is equal to

dudur tpVsVVf )1(),( += .

The market is competitive, and the price p  in both markets is constant and

exogenous.

A firm’s problem

Firms are risk neutral. Each firm with capacity HV  sets its strategy

( ) { }321 ,,, sssVV r ∈  to maximize its profit:

( ) ( )( )},,)1(max{, rrdurr VeVVtpVcVtpVTpVVV δ+−−−−→ (1.1)

under a given government strategy ( )( )rG VetTs ,,= .

A government’s problem

The government aims to maximize net tax revenue

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )rrdurrL VdeeVVVVFVTqdeTqetTR −++−−= ,,,1,, (1.2)

under condition (1.1) and the following participation constraints:

minII Lat ≥ (1.3)

( ) ( ) altGHatLat IsqIIq ≥+−1 (1.4)

where LatI  (respectively HatI ) is the income after tax and audit for a firm with low

(respectively, high) capacity, ( )GHat sI  denotes the optimal income under government

strategy Gs . The latter value is a solution of the problem (1.1).

In these inequalities minII alt > . Their meaning was discussed in the

Introduction. Note that it is unnecessary to introduce condition minII Hat ≥  since a firm

with high capacity can use strategy ).,( LL VV  Now we shall describe optimal behavior

of firms under a given strategy of the government. Obviously the optimal effort

( ) 0=HVe . Let ( )LVee = .

Proposition 1.1.

For any strategy ),,( etTsG = , the optimal strategy of a firm with the high capacity is
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e optimal government strategy for the problem (1.2)

meters of the model. Let us introduce the following

ly HT ) denote a total tax on a firm with the low

n volume. Then TtpVT LL += , TTT LH ∆+= , where

VcpIVcp L ∆−=∆−= )(,)( .

hat in the area I, where

))δ+ ,

), LL V . An agent’s optimal income is LL TII −=1 , and

 The participation constraints take forms

(1.3.I)

(1.4.I)



so (1.4.I) ⇒  (1.3.I).

In the area II the optimal strategy is ),(2
LH VVs =  that is tax evasion. An

agent’s optimal income is HLL VTeqTIqII /)1(2 ∆+−−∆+= δ , the net revenue is

deVTeqTR HL −∆++= /)1(2 δ . The participation constraint is

altII ≥2 . (1.4.II)

In the area III tt ~< , ))1(/(~ δ+>≥ tVteV HH , the optimal strategy is

),(3
HH VVs = , an agent’s optimal income is TqTIqII LL ∆−−∆+=3 , the net revenue is

deqTqTR L )1(3 −−∆+= . The participation constraint takes the form

.altLL ITqTIqI ≥∆−−∆+ .

Now, let us study the tax optimization problem. Note that if we exclude

incentive constraints, that is, optimize by agents’ strategy, then we obtain the first

best solution. It corresponds to the strategy ),(3
HH VVs = . The problem is to find

)(max TqTL ∆+ (1.2*)

under constraints

0,min ≥∆=−≤ TTIIT LM

def

LL , (1.3*)

EIIIqITqT
def

altLL ∆=−∆+≤∆+ (1.4*)

where EI∆ is an expected surplus profit of an agent before tax (see Figure 2).

Figure 2.

b)      a)
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13

LMT
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Proposition 1.2.

If    EITLM ∆> (1.5)

then the optimal net revenue EIR ∆=*  is the same for the problems (1.1)-(1.4) and

(1.2*)-(1.4*), and the optimal government strategy is 0=∆T  (that is, 0=t ),

.0, ≡∆== eEITT L

Proceeding from the previous discussion of conditions (1.3), (1.4), the

inequality (1.5) shows that the expected surplus profit is less than that maximal

lump-sum payoff that does not undermine activity of a firm under unfavorable

conditions. Proposition 1.2 means that in this case it is possible to get the first best

outcome by means of the lump sum tax. It is unnecessary to collect any other taxes

and organize audits.

Now consider the case where EITLM ∆< . Then the first best revenue value is

the same but requires a combination of the both kinds of taxes. Let us find a solution

of the tax optimization problem (1.1)-(1.4) with additional constraint maxFF ≤ .

Proposition 1.3.

If EITLM ∆<  and maxt  is sufficiently large then the optimal government strategy is to

set maxFF = , audit effort )/()( max
* qFTEIVe LMH −∆=  and lump sum tax LML TT = .

Under this strategy, the optimal strategy of agents is ),(2
LH VVs = , and the revenue

)( maxtR  approximates the first best result EI∆  as maxt  tends to infinity. The maximal

revenue under honest behavior of taxpayers is

EITVdqEI LM
H ∆<

+
−−∆ ),

1
)1((max

δ
.

A similar proposition holds under the penalty constraint b). Note that in all

three cases the tax optimization problem in the area II can be set in the same way if

we introduce HVeFy /=  - an actual expected payment to the budget from the

additional income. Then the problem is
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max→−+ deqyTL (*)

under TyIyEIqyTTT LLML ∆≤∆≤∆≤+≤ ,,,  and the penalty constraint. Consider

the problem without the latter.

Let LML TTFF == ,max , IqIIIqTEIy altLM ∆<−+∆=−∆= /)(/)( max , then

,//)( maxmax EIFIdEIFdyVEISR HG ∆→∆−∆≥−∆=  as ∞→maxF . Let us show that it is

possible to meet the penalty constraints. In the case a): yFT >+=∆ )1/(max δ , in the

case b): yVFT >∆−=∆ δmax , if  maxF  is sufficiently large. The case c) is discussed

below.

Implementation of the specified optimal strategy assumes very large tax rate

and penalty for evasion. The previous model assumes that auditor’s effort strictly

determines the result of audit. However, in practice this result is usually random. It

is reasonable to consider the value ( )eVVV rud ,,  as an expected value of detected

unregistered production and assume that by chance any volume up to rVV −  may be

detected. Then the participation constraint (1.3.II) takes another form:

minmin , ITFIITI LHLL ≥−−≥− (1.3.II’)

Here we consider HVe /  as a probability to detect tax evasion under

),(2
LH VVs = .

Now the tax optimization problem for area II is (*)

plus ITFT LML ∆+≤+ and the penalty constraint.

We bound our study with the case where the cost of audit is sufficiently small:

HdVIq ≥∆ . (**)

Proposition 1.4.

Under this condition and irrespective of the penalty constraint, the optimal

government strategy in the area II is
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)/()(,, 222 IqTEIVeIFTIIT LMHLMaltLL ∆−∆=∆==−= . Under this strategy,
22 deEIR −∆= , and this strategy is optimal in the whole if  },max{ 32

LMTRR = , that is,
2R  is greater than the maximal revenue under honest behavior of firms.

Under 32,)1( RRTF >∆+= δ  if .
1min Iq

q
qII alt ∆

−
+>− δ

Under 32, RRVTF >∆+∆= δ  if .2
min VIqII alt ∆+∆>− δ

Finally, LMTR >2  if d  is sufficiently small.

Note that since the tax rate is bounded, we cannot reach the first best outcome.

Thus, in this model in general the honest behavior of agents is not optimal.

The reason is the inflexible dependence of the penalty for evasion on the unpaid tax:

a) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )rr VTVTVVF −⋅+= δ1,  or b) VTF ∆+∆= δ .

Note that this rule corresponds to the legislation of several European

countries. Moreover, important theoretical results are based on this relation. In

particular, Sanchez and Sobel (1992) prove optimality of the auditing “cut-off” rule

for this kind of penalty.

Now let us consider c) .)( minIFTI LH ≥+−  Condition c) is similar to (1.3.II’)

but in this case it relates to any (not necessary NE) behavior of a firm, and

characterizes the social norm, not the condition of a firm’s survival. Naturally,

.minmin altIII <<

Proposition 1.5.

Under penalty constraint c) LHLH TIIVVF −−= min),( , the optimal strategy Gs  is

qTEIT LM /)(* −∆=∆ , )/( min
**

LMHH TIITVe −−∆=  if )/()1/( min LMHH TIIdVqq −−>− ,

otherwise 0* =∆T , 0* =e . In all the cases LML TT =* .

3.2. A Basic Model with Dishonest Auditors

This model is similar to the basic model with two production levels in Section

1. The difference is that inspectors are independent players (as well as firms) and
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aim to maximize their expected incomes. Thus, an audited firm can bribe an

inspector whenever there exists a possibility for mutually beneficial collusion. The

government sets a regular salary s  that is paid if an auditor confirms the low

production volume, and a premium s∆  is paid for revealing of unregistered

production LH VVV −=∆ . Then, under a given fine F  for evasion, the minimal bribe

acceptable for an auditor who detected tax evasion is sb ∆=min , and the maximal

bribe profitable for tax evader is Fb =max . Collusion is possible if maxmin bb < , in this

case minmax )1( bbb γγ −+= , where )1,0(∈γ  characterizes the bargaining power of an

auditor.

The government strategy Gs  includes in this case 5 components: setT ,,,  and

s∆ . The penalty F  is given exogenously (expect for the case c)), first we’ll discuss

the case a) TF ∆+= )1( δ . (Recall that VtpT ∆=∆ , VcpI ∆−=∆ )( , LL tpVT = , etc.)

We assume that Fs ≤∆ . Otherwise the following kind of collusion is

profitable for agents: irrespective of the audit result, an inspector reports tax evasion,

and then he shares the surplus with the audited firm.

Examining the tax enforcement problem, it is reasonable to consider two types

of the government strategies.

If Fs =∆  then there is no collusion and the problems of a firm and a

government are similar to the first basic model (see 1.1-1.4). The only difference is

that the cost of audit to the government depends on its outcome: sdd +=  if there is

no detected evasion, and ssdd ∆++=  if an auditor detects tax evasion. Thus, net tax

revenue is esdTsR LG )()( +−=  under firm’s strategy ),( LL VV  or ),( LH VV ,

esdqTqTsR LG ))(1()( +−−∆+=  under strategy ),( HH VV . Participation constraints for a

firm stay the same (see 1.3,1.4). As to auditors, let us require that their expected

income under the optimal strategy of a firm is not less than 0>alts , where alts  is their

alternative occupation salary. Thus, altsqFs ≥+  under ),( LH VV .
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Under any strategy Gs  such that Fs <∆ , net revenue of the government is the

same under a fixed firm’s strategy, and a firm with high capacity gets

LLL TItpcpV −=−− )(  under ),( LL VV ,

TTItpcpV LHH ∆−−=−− )(  under ),( HH VV ,

))1(( sF
V
eTI
H

LH ∆−+−− γγ  under ),( LH VV .

Participation constraints for an auditor are

altss ≥  under ),( LL VV  or ),( HH VV ,

altsqbs ≥+  under ),( LH VV . (2.1)

Let us note that the first best outcome altL IIqIEIR −∆+=∆=*  is the same as in

the first model since auditors produce nothing and 0>alts . Hence, Proposition 1.2

also holds for the present model.

Now consider the case where LMTEI >∆ . In order to find the optimal Gs , it

suffices to solve the tax optimization problem for each kind of government strategies

and to take the best solution. The next proposition simplifies this task: it shows that

it suffices to consider such strategies that make bribing unprofitable.

For every tax optimization problem discussed in Section 1, the corresponding

model with dishonest auditors is constructed as above in this section, including an

extended government strategy and participation constraint (2.1) for auditors. The

next result is valid for all discussed types of penalty constraints.

Proposition 2.1.

For any strategy ),,,,( sseTTs LG ∆∆=  there exists a strategy Gs  such that Fs =∆  and

)()( GG sRsR =  where )( GsR  is the maximal net revenue under the optimal firm’s

strategy and participation constraints.

Now let us show that, under equal alternative salaries, the optimal net revenue

in the model with dishonest auditors is the same as with honest auditors.
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Proposition 2.2.

Let the cost of audit in the model with honest auditors be altsdd += . Then for every

penalty constraint a)-c) the optimal revenues ** , ba RR  and *cR  are the same in the

corresponding models with honest and dishonest auditors.

Corollary 1.

The optimal tax rates, penalties, efforts and firms’ strategies in the models with

honest auditors are also optimal in the corresponding models with dishonest

auditors. In particular, whenever the honest behavior of a firm is optimal in the first

model (for instance under the penalty constraints b, c), it is also optimal in the

second model.

Corollary 2.

In general, selection of honest auditors requires additional costs, that is, altsd +  is

greater in the first model. Then it is always optimal for the government revenue to

employ dishonest auditors. Kofman, Lawarree (1996) obtained a similar result for a

different model with a possibility of extortion and more strict participation

constraints.

Note that in the case b) inspector’s income per audit may essentially vary

depending on the capacity of an audited firm. In particular, under conditions of

Proposition 1.3, F  tends to infinity together with maxt , and a regular salary tends to

∞− .  (However, e  tends to zero, so an auditor can audit many firms per unit of the

time.) The negative salary means that an auditor should bye a license for audit from

the government. But even if we require 0≥s , Proposition 2.2. and the corollaries

hold whenever the optimal behavior of taxpayers is honest, in particular, under the

penalty constraints b) and c).
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3.3. A Model Where Audit Is Costly for Inspectors

3.3.1 A Model without Corruption

This model is similar to the basic model in Section 1. The difference is that

the government sets only the maximal effort HM Ve ≤  on auditing of a firm with the

reported low output, and each auditor chooses himself his effort ],0[ Mee ∈  on the

audit of such firm. The cost of audit to an inspector is equal to his effort. A

probability to detect tax evasion and, hence, the expected detected unregistered

production duV  depend on e : Hudu VeVV = . The cost of the audit to the government

is Med , besides that it pays a regular salary Mse  and a premium proportional to the

detected unregistered production. If VVdu ∆=  then the premium is s∆ . In the present

variant auditors do not take bribes, so the total cost of audit of one firm to the

government is 
VV

eV
sesd

H

du
M ∆

∆++ )( . Let 1ξ  denote the share of tax evaders (who play

),( LH VV ), 2ξ - the share of ),( LL VV  players among all firms, 3ξ - the share of ),( HH VV

players. Then an average income per audit of an auditor with a strategy e  is

.,
)(1

),(
21

2
M

H
Mi eees

V
e

qq
qseeI ≤−∆

++−
+=

ξξ
ξξ

An expected after tax and penalty profit of a firm is

( ) LLG TIseI −=,1  for strategy ),( LL VV ,

( ) )(,2 F
V
eIqTIseI
H

LLG −∆+−=  for ),( LH VV ,

( ) )(,3 TIqTIseI LLG ∆−∆+−=  for ),( HH VV ,

as well as in the basic model.

A strategy of the government is ( )sseTTs MLG ∆∆= ,,,, , and net revenue under

any given strategies of all agents is
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( ) ( ) ( )( )212 1
3

ξξξξ ++−+−∆−+∆+= qqesdsFq
V
eTqTR M
H

L . (3.2)

We assume that, under a given strategy of government Gs  agents use Nash

equilibrium strategies, that is,

[ ]
( )Giee

seIe
M

,,max *

,0

* ξ
∈

→

(3.3)

( )G
j

j

l
i seII ,max0 *

3,2,1=
=⇒>ξ .

Participation constraints are:

( )
( )

.
,,0

,,,

min

**

**

ITI
IseI

sseI

LL

altG
l

l

altGi

≥−
≥⇒>

≥

ξ

ξ

(3.4)

We shall consider the same variants a, b, c of the penalty constraints as in

Sections 1, 2. Under all these constraints, we aim to find the optimal strategy *
Gs  that

maximizes the revenue R .

Note that if IT ∆>∆  then 31 II > . However, if 01 >ξ  then the strategy Gs  is

not optimal. If 11 =ξ  then LMTR ≤ , and this value may be obtained as a lump sum

tax. If 21 II =  then it is possible to increase tax revenue by the slight reduction of the

effort Me : then all firms will play ( )LH VV , .

If 02 =ξ  then 0* =e , but in this case 12 II > . Thus, 02 >ξ  at any NE, and we

are to consider two variants of possible optimal behavior of firms: 1) 12 =ξ ; 2)

01 >ξ , 02 >ξ .

If TF
V
e

H
∆<  then 32 II > , 12 =ξ . In this case if 1<∆ HVsq  then 0* =e , and the

revenue is less then LMT .

If 01 >ξ  then in order to provide 0>e  it is necessary to set

( ) 221 ξξ qqqVs H +−≥∆ , otherwise careful audit is unprofitable for inspectors.
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Consider any strategy Gs . If, under NE behavior of agents, Mee < , then it is

possible to reduce Me  keeping all constraints and increasing net revenue. Thus, we

may assume ** eeM =  at the optimum.

Finally, note that, under the optimal strategy, the participation constraint (3.4)

for inspectors holds as equality. Otherwise it is possible to increase the net revenue

by reduction of the salary s .

Let us summarize these results.

Proposition 3.1.

In order to find the optimal strategy Gs , it suffices to compare LMT  with solutions of

the following optimization problems:

1) ( ) max→+−−+ altMMHML sedeVFqeT ,

under constraints

TVeF HM ∆≤≤0 ;

EIVeqFTTT HMLLML ∆≤+≤ ,

and the penalty constraint. In this case all firms play strategy ( )LH VV , .

2) ( ) ( )( ) max11 222 →+−++−+−∆+ ξξξ qqsedeVeqFTqT altMMHML ,

under

TVeF HM ∆=≤0 ;

EIVeqFTTT HMLLML ∆≤+≤ ,

and the penalty constraint. In this case [ ]1,02 ∈ξ .

4. Policy Conclusions

Proceeding from the obtained results, we can make several conclusions on the

optimal tax enforcement strategy of the government.

According to the known Welfare theorem, if the government has a complete

information on  fixed production capacity and cost of a firm, it is optimal to impose

a type-specific lump sum tax, and not to organize audit. However, if the capacity
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and/or the cost is random, it may be optimal to combine a lump sum tax with other

types of taxes, even if the government knows the type of a firm, that is, its

capacity/cost distribution. In this case the maximal lump sum tax is limited, on the

one hand, by the value LMT  that can undermine a firm’s activity under unfortunate

production conditions, on the other hand, by the value altIEI − , that is the surplus

expected profit before tax with respect to the profit from alternative activity.

Proposition 1.2 shows that if this surplus value is relatively small then lump sum tax

is still optimal. But if the profit distribution is widely dispersed then it is necessary

to consider other variants of taxation. Our results show that it is always optimal to

set the maximal lump sum tax under the mentioned constraints. If the penalty for

evasion is a surcharge on unpaid tax or the fine is proportional to unregistered

production then tax evasion may be optimal for the government if the penalty for

evasion is sufficiently soft (in particular, T∆δ , where

( ) ( )altIIIqIqq −+∆∆−<+ min11 δ , or V∆δ , where

( ) ( ) IqIITEIIqqV altLM ∆−−=−∆−∆−<∆ 2
min1δ ).

If the penalty is sufficiently strict (δ  meets the opposite inequality) in these

cases or the only penalty constraint is that the total payoff from a taxpayer is

uniformly limited (the case c) then honest behavior of taxpayers is always optimal.

The optimal sales tax rate is either 0 or such that with account of lump sum tax it

leaves firms with their alternative profits. The optimal audit rule in this case is to

apply such minimal effort that makes tax evasion unprofitable.

With respect to tax inspection organization, an interesting conclusion is that it

is never optimal to spend resources on selection of honest auditors if dishonest are

cheaper (Proposition 2.2). Another conclusion related to dishonest inspectors is that

permission of corruption  never increases the optimal revenue in the discussed

models (Proposition 2.1).
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When we take into account that the result of audit depends on the inspector’s

effort, and this effort is costly to auditor we find out that some level of tax evasion is

necessary to create incentives for careful audit, and the greater is the necessary effort

the less is the optimal net revenue. Thus, in this case the optimal behavior of

taxpayers is heterogeneous (Section 3).
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6. Appendices.

Proof of Propositions 1.4 and 1.5 . Let yVeF H =/ , then we can reformulate

the optimization problem as follows
max→−+ deqyTL

under .,,, ITFTEIqyTIyTT LMLLLML ∆+≤+∆≤+∆≤≤  Under any permissible

,, yTL  the optimal e  turns the latter relation into equity. Thus, we should maximize

)/( ITTdyVqyT LLMHL ∆+−−+

at the area represented at Figure 3.

Figure 3.
   y

   I∆

                 )EIqyTL ∆=+

The conditi

LT . On the line

/()( TIyVye LH +∆=

EyTT LML
(, ∆

==

LLM qTTI ≥−+∆ 2)(

Note

dominates 1s  iff 

government since

EI∆
LMT
on (**) implies

 EIqyTL ∆=+ ,

)qyEIM +∆−  in

q
TI LM )− . O

HIVdI ∆≥∆ 2)( . T

 that, irrespect

tt ~< , that is, ∆

 the correspond
26

 that ),( yTR L  increases in y  under any permissible

 the revenue is )(ydeEI −∆ , where the effort

creases in y  and reaches its maximum at

n the line 0, ≥∆=
LTRIy  since

hus, )/()(2 IqTEIdVEIR LMH ∆−∆−∆= .

ively of penalty constraints, strategy 3s  strictly

VcpT ∆−< )( . Strategy 1s  is never optimal for the

ing revenue LMTR <1 , and the latter value may be

LT
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obtained under )0,0,( === etTs LMG  and 2s  without any expenses on audit. In order

to find the optimal government strategy it suffices to compare LMT  with the maximal

revenues in the areas II and III.

In the case a) TF ∆+= )1( δ , 






+
−−∆=

δ1
)1(,0max3 HdVqEIR , 32 RR >  iff

δ+
−<

∆
−∆

1
1 q

Iq
TEI LM  that is equivalent to )1/()(min δδ ++∆>− qIqII alt .

In the case b) ))1(max(, 3 deqTqTRVTF L −−∆+=∆+∆= δ           (1.6)

under constraints

TVT
V
e

H

∆≥∆+∆ )( δ  where IF ∆= δ ,

ITEITqTTT LLML ∆≤∆∆≤∆+≤ ,, : . (1.7)

Then 
VT

TVe H ∆+∆
∆=

δ
* , and net revenue reaches its maximum either when

EITqTL ∆≤∆+: , ,LML TT =  IqIIIT alt ∆<−−∆=∆ /)( min , or at ,LML TT =  0=∆T . In the

former case 32 RR >  iff

0)()1(1
min

2 <+−−∆⇔
+−∆

−<
∆

VIIIq
VTEI

q
Iq alt

LM

δ
δ

.

In the case c) minIITF HL −≤+ , we aim to maximize the same value (1.6)

under constraints minIITF HL −≤+  and TF
V
e

H

∆≥ . Thus, 
F
TVe H

∆=*  is the same,

LHL TIITF −−= min
* )( . If 0* >∆T  then EITqTL ∆=∆+ **  and the optimal *

LT

minimizes the audit cost proportional to 
LH

L

TII
TEI
−−

−∆

min

. Since ,minmin III alt >>

minIIIIqIEI HaltL −<−∆+=∆ , and LML TT =* . The optimal additional tax either

qTEIT LM /)(* −∆=∆  or 0* =∆T . In the former case 32 RR >  iff

minmin
min

11 II
ITII LMH

<⇔
∆

>
−−

 that never happens.
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Proof of Proposition 2.1.

Consider the optimal strategy of a firm that realizes )( GsR . If it is ),( LL VV  or

),( HH VV  then it suffices to set Fs =∆ , and do not change other components of the

strategy Gs . Then tax evasion is also unprofitable, because the effective payment of

a firm under evasion increases. Thus, every agent acts as under Gs , and the revenue

does not change.

If ),( LH VV  is optimal then Gs  slightly differs for different penalty constraints.

For TF ∆+= )1( δ  let sFs ∆−+=∆ )1( γγ , )1/( δ+∆=∆ sT  (hence Fs ∆=∆ ), other

components staying the same. Since the effective payment s∆  of a firm with high

capacity related to the tax and auditing effort e  do not change, ),( LH VV  stays the

optimal strategy. Agents get the same incomes under any state of nature, and the net

revenue does not change.

For the other types of penalty constraints the idea is similar: to keep the

effective payment from a tax evader to an auditor at the same level. If VkTF ∆+∆=

then let FsFs =∆−+=∆ )1( γγ and )( FFTT −−∆=∆ . If minIIFT HL −≤+  then the same

change of the penalty does not require any adjustment of other components.

Proof of Proposition 2.2.

Proceeding from Proposition 2.1, it suffices to consider the case where there is

no bribing, and Fs =∆ . Then every optimization problem for dishonest auditors

differs from the corresponding problem for honest in additional constraints (2.1).

Hence, the optimal result in the second case is never less than in the first case. Now

let us prove the inverse inequality. Proceeding from Propositions 1.3.-1.5, we should

consider two possibilities.

The optimal revenue corresponds to the honest behavior of taxpayers. Then

deqTqTR L )1( −−∆+= , and it suffices to keep the same first three components of the
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strategy and to set altss = , Fs =∆  in order to obtain the same result in the model with

corruption.

2) The optimal revenue corresponds to the strategy ),( LH VV . Then

eds
V
qFTR alt

H
L )( −−+= . Let us keep the same FTL ,  and e , and set

FsqFss alt =∆−= , . Then an average income of an inspector is altssqF =+ , so the

strategy meets all constraints and provides the same revenue.


